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Addy & Uno/Realabilities 

 

“The Real Goal” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comic Book Description: Four children with disabilities, Seemore (visual), Melody (hearing), 

Uno (autism) and Rolly (physical disability), are selected last during a soccer game. One of the 

team captains is vocal about not wanting them on his team. However, the other team captain 

invites them to join his team. Along with the welcoming captain, these four children with 

disabilities utilize their special abilities to reveal their hidden skills and talents. 

 

Classroom Activity:  
 

Directions: Divide your students into groups of five and have each student assume the role of 

one member of the Realabilities team. Each student will describe the strengths and limitations of 

his/her character and then as a team, each group will produce a scene in which they display their 

characters’ limitations, but will also rely on their characters’ strengths to overcome an obstacle. 

They will then explain why they selected that particular obstacle and what they learned from the 

scene. The scene should be novel; not “seen” in a previous Realabilities Comic Book.   
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Discussion Questions:  

1. How would you define the word “disability?” 

2. Can you provide some examples of disabilities? 

3. What does it mean if someone is being “bullied?” 

4. What have you learned about disabilities from this comic book? What might 

you do differently after having read the comic? 

5. What have you learned about bullying from this comic book? What might you 

do differently after having read this comic book? 

6. What have you learned from the scene you produced? What might you do 

differently after having acted out this scene? 
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Addy & Uno/Realabilities 

 

"Seemore Signs" 

 
 

    
 

Comic book description: Seemore and his friends meet a very special girl with a hearing 

impairment on the bus ride to school. Sparks fly as Seemore quickly becomes enchanted with his 

new friend. She not only makes Seemore laugh and practice his signs, she serves as the principal 

inspiration for his important class project. 

 

Classroom Activity (consider Pictionary and Charades):  

Part I:  

You will need: 

- Note cards 

- A writing utensil 

- A timer 
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Directions: 

You will consider the size of your class and prepare notecards (with the name of an object or 

activity on each card) for each student in the class. You will divide your students into groups of 

four. Once the timer starts, one student from each group will have an opportunity to use charades 

or drawings to try and get his/her team to guess what is on his/her card. The team who correctly 

identifies the majority of cards after four rounds wins the game. 

 

Part II:  

You will need:  

-Printed copies of the ASL alphabet for each group/team in your class.  

 

Directions: Using the ASL alphabet below, have each student learn to spell out his/her full name 

in sign language (or initials if the name is to hard/long). Tell the students that many individuals 

who sign, can do this much faster by using hand motions to show whole phrases rather than 

letters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion Questions:  

Part I: 

1.) How did it feel when you were the person acting out the item on the card? Was it 

frustrating when everyone else did not understand what you were trying to convey? 

2.) How did it feel to be the person trying to guess what your classmate was acting out?  

3.) Can you imagine trying to communicate in that fashion on a daily basis?? 

 

Part II: 

1.) How did you feel about learning a few letters in sign language?  

2.) Would you want to learn more? 

3.) Please spell out “friend” using the signs you recall from the ASL chart. 
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Addy & Uno/Realabilities 

“Math Mania” 

                  

 

Comic book description - One day Addy sees a poster in school for joining a Math league. She 

rushes over to Uno and tells him he should join, showing him the poster that says the winners of 

the state math tournament would win new bikes. Uno is immediately uneasy about the whole 

idea. He prefers doing his calculations in private, and bikes are quite possibly his LEAST 

favorite thing in the world. Addy says SHE would get the bike, and HE would get the glory. Not 

wanting to disappoint his good friend, Uno begrudgingly signs up. 

 

Classroom Activity: 

 

You will need: 

- 2 pieces of lined paper, a pen/pencil for each student in the class, sheets of sandpaper. 

- A clock or timer to keep time 

- Alternative: puzzles for each student pair or beads and a piece of string/yarn for each pair 

 

Directions: Explain to the class that they are going to be asked to conduct two activities in pairs, 

after which they will talk about what they experienced. There will be no break in between the 

tasks and it is okay if they do not finish the tasks. What is important is that they try their best.  
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Begin by dividing the students into pairs and asking the students to get a fresh piece of paper and 

a pencil or pen from their backpacks. One student will act as the “student” and will attempt to 

answer the questions on the board on their paper, while the other will serve as the “distractor,” 

and will try and do their utmost to distract his/her peer while he/she is completing the task. The 

“distractor” will blow air in the direction of his partner’s face, will lightly rub the sheet of 

sandpaper on his friend’s arm while he/she is working, and will make screeching or other loud 

sounds while his friend is trying to work.      

 

The “students” will have 2 minutes to answer the following questions while the “distractors” are 

at work distracting their partner. The following questions will listed on the board.  

 

1.) What is your favorite animal? 

2.) Where were you born? 

3.) What is your favorite color? 

4.) What is your favorite memory from this past year?  

5.) What are you most looking forward to doing this weekend? 

   

Now ask them to take out the second piece of paper. Explain to the “student” that he/she will 

have 2 minutes, to answer the same questions again, this time without any noise or distractions.  

After the 2 minutes are up, ask each student to put down his or her pencil. Then have the students 

switch roles and complete, so that each has experience as a “student,” and as a “distractor.” 

 

Alternative-Rather than posing questions to the “students,” you could challenge students to 

complete a puzzle or to place beads on a string or on a piece of yarn while being distracted.  

 

Discussion Questions: 

 

1.) Did you prefer doing the task with or without distraction? Why/Why not? 

2.) Did you prefer your time as “the student” or as the “distractor” Why? 

 

Explain that the first task they had can often be like what it is like for a kid who has autism. 

Noises and distractions are much more present and can make it hard for them to concentrate and 

communicate what they are feeling because they are so overwhelmed by these acute sensations. 

Children with autism often struggle with sensory overload-when their various senses become 

overwhelmed by a variety of simultaneous sensations.  

 

1.) How do you think you might act differently towards a peer with autism if he/she was in 

your class now? 

2.) Did you think the math team was going to be as excited about Uno joining their team as 

they were? Why or why not?  

3.) What was your favorite part of the “Math Mania” comic book and why? 

4.) If you could change anything at all about the comic book, what would you change? 
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“We’ve Got the Beat” 

 

                                    

  

 

Comic Book Description 

 

Addy’s school is hosting a music video contest. The winner of the video contest will be featured 

on the school website, on the school TV screens and on…The Dr. Nav Talkshow!!! Rebecca and 

her group, Becca and the Kitty Katz are sure they will win the contest and are looking for one 

additional member to join their group in order to enter the contest. Addy tries to convince her 

friend Beatrice to try out for the Katz, because she knows Beatrice is an incredible dancer. When 

Beatrice refuses to try out, Addy turns to her Realabilities friends to find out why. Not only do 

Melody and Seemore discover the truth about Beatrice and her friends Venn and Tee, they 

partake in a very unexpected, but exciting musical adventure. 

 

Activities 

Activity 1: William’s Syndrome 

 

Directions: Please tell the students, “Today we are going to learn about different learning styles. 

I will distribute a quiz to each of you to determine your learning style.”  

 

Distribute quizzes.  

Discussions Questions: 

In the comic book, Venn has Williams Syndrome. Many children with William’s 
syndrome may have a good memory and may be able to learn well by listening to 
the teacher, but may have a harder time when lessons are presented on the board.  

1. What kind of learner is Venn? 
2. What kind of activities would be easy for Venn? 
3. What kind of activities would be hard for Venn? 
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4. Which learning style helps you learn best? Are you a visual learner (when things are 
written down or drawn on the board), an auditory learner (when things are said and 
you listen), or a kinesthetic/experiential learner (when you learn by doing)?  

5. How do you feel when I am teaching using the learning style you are comfortable 
with? 

6. How do you feel when I am teaching using the learning style you are not 
comfortable with? 

 

Activity 2: Stuttering 

In the comic book, Beat is a wonderful hip-hop dancer, beatboxer and student, but she is 

often anxious in social situations, because she stutters. This activity should help you 

better understand stuttering. 

 

Directions: Please pair up students (Student A & Student B).  Have the pairs place their desks 

side-by-side. The teacher will read three sentences and Student A will try and write down each 

sentence the teacher says. Meanwhile, Student B will try to repeatedly bump (gently) the 

arm/hand of Student A in attempt to disrupt his/her writing. Students A and B will then switch 

roles for sentences 4-6.    

 

Sample Sentences For Activity 2 

1. The weather today is perfect for playing outside. 
2. The football team won the game on Sunday. 
3. Last weekend I went to the movie theater with my family. 
4. In the summer it is fun to go to the beach with friends. 
5. In order to do well in school, you need to do your homework. 
6. Reading can help build your vocabulary. 

 
Discussion Questions: 

1. How did it feel to be bumped while you were trying to write? How did it feel to have 
someone block your writing or prevent you from writing effectively?  

2. What do you think it would feel like if you were blocked from saying what you 
wanted to say when you were trying to speak? 

3. How might this make you feel differently about people who stutter? 
4. How might you make a peer who stutters in your classroom feel more comfortable? 

HINT:  
The literature shows that it is best to not try and complete the sentence(s) of 
someone who stutters or to tell him/her to relax or slow down. It is best to be 
patient with your peer and to wait until he/she can get the words out. 

 

Activity 3: Tourette’s Syndrome 

Directions: Pull aside three mature students before this activity and tell the students that 

whenever you read the name “Dr. Seuss” in the upcoming class exercise, they should either: 1) 

shrug their shoulders, 2) twitch their nose or 3) jerk their neck to the side. Each of these students 

will select 1, 2, or 3 each time they hear Dr. Seuss.  Please tell the selected students not to share 

this plan with their classmates and not to make it humorous.  Then, you may begin the exercise 
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by telling your class that you have a passage to read them about Dr. Seuss, the famous children’s 

author. 

 

Passage for Activity 3 

Dr. Seuss had a slow and difficult start as an author. His first book almost did not get published. 

However, after many months of being turned down, his persistence paid off. Seuss soon signed 

with a new publisher. This small success was enough to keep Dr. Seuss writing and illustrating. 

While writing, he often put on silly hats to help reduce the stress of finishing a story. Shortly 

after his first work was published, Dr. Seuss wrote and published The Cat in the Hat, the book 

that made him famous. For years afterwards, Dr. Seuss continued to write and illustrate many 

books in his own unique style, which was very different than other authors. He won many 

awards for his books throughout his writing career, and many were adapted for television and 

movies. The name, Dr. Seuss, became very popular in children’s literature. Though Theodor 

Seuss Geisel, also known as Dr. Seuss, passed away at the age of 87 in 1991, his books and 

illustrations continue to live on.  

 

(https://www.ncsu.edu/project/lancet/fourth_grade/seuss4th.pdf) 

 

Discussion Questions: 

 
1. Did anybody notice anyone doing something odd while I read that passage? 
2. To the designated students: 

a. What were each of you doing? 
b. Did you feel like others were looking at you because of what you were doing? 
c. How did it feel to be doing the same repetitive movement? 

3. How do you think it would feel if you couldn’t control making repetitive movements 
like the ones your classmates made? 

4. Making involuntary repetitive movements is a characteristic of Tourette’s 
Syndrome. If Tee were your friend, how would you make him feel more comfortable 
in your classroom?  

 

Activity 4: Just For Fun 

 

Directions: Say, “In the comic book, Beatrice is a master beat-boxer. We are going to watch a 

video on how to beat box and then I will give you a chance to practice on your own:” 

Video:https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_216200&feature=iv&src_vid

=lVkYhBx-_2Y&v=ZjUcHBArKHY 

 

Activity 5: Just For Fun 

Directions: Say, “In the comic book, Tee was a wonderful rapper and Venn had a terrific 

memory. Can you create a five-sentence rap to try and remember something you are learning in 

class?” For example: 

 
  

https://www.ncsu.edu/project/lancet/fourth_grade/seuss4th.pdf
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Math is no joke 

It’s better than sippin’ a coke 

With prime numbers like thirteen 

And imaginary numbers you haven’t seen 

Add, subtract, multiply, divide 

Calculations vary far and wide 

SO before you take another sip 

Remember math is clearly hip! 

 

Resource for Activity 1: Learning Style Quiz 

 

1. You are at the toy store and your mom says you can buy one thing. Which toy do you 

select?  

a. A cool craft kit i.e. Rainbow Loom 

b. A play guitar 

c. A new football 

2. You have time for one after-school activity, which one would you choose? 

a. An art class 

b. Music lessons 

c. A sports team 

3. You are waiting for food at a restaurant and you forgot your iPad, what do you do? 

a. Doodle  

b. Talk 

c. Play a game with the sugar packets 

4. Your parents are allowing you to pick what to do on a Sunday, you pick… 

a. Going to the movie theater 

b. Going to a concert 

c. Going to the park 

5. When you’re reading a book, you…. 

a. Sit quietly in a comfy space 

b. Read out loud quietly to yourself or ask someone to read to you 

c. Walk/move around  

6. On the iPad, I… 

a. Watch YouTube videos 

b. Listen to music 

c. Play video games  

 

Results 
Mostly A’s….. You are a visual learner. You like to learning by looking. You enjoy reading 

passages and watching videos in order to learn. 

 

Mostly B’s……You are an auditory learner. You like to learn by listening. You like when the 

teacher reads out loud and enjoy when your teacher lectures. 

 

Mostly C’s……You are a kinesthetic learner. You like to learn by doing. You like hands-on 

activities, like experiments. 
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Addy & Uno/Realabilities 

 

CREATOR 

* 

Nava R. Silton, Ph.D., a Developmental Psychologist, graduated from Cornell University in 2002 and 

received her M.A. and Ph.D. from Fordham University in 2009. Silton has worked at Nickelodeon, at 

Sesame Street Workshop, and at Mediakidz. She has taught both undergraduate and graduate Psychology 

courses at Cornell University, Fordham University, Hunter College, Touro College and is currently a 

Psychology Professor at Marymount Manhattan College. She was a Postdoctoral Templeton Fellow at the 

Spears Research Institute from 2009-2010, and has served as a consultant for projects conducted by 

the Autism Seaver Center at Mount Sinai Hospital, at Sesame Street Workshop and at Netflix.  

  

Nava has published over twenty peer-reviewed journal articles in the area of religion and health and in the 

areas of autism and developmental disabilities. She has edited two textbooks on assistive technologies for 

individuals with autism and other developmental disabilities and just completed her third textbook on 

Creativity. Nava serves as a Psychology point person for Fox 5 News and NBC News, and has appeared 

several times on the Good Day New York Show. Silton is currently pitching her show, Addy & Uno to the 

networks and is introducing her Realabilities Comic Book Series and Realabilities, The Puppet Show 

Musical in schools across the U.S. Silton is also a weekly coach for Special Olympics Gymnastics, a 

weekly visitor for the sick (Bikur Cholim) and leads a variety of community service and fundraising 

initiatives on the upper west side of Manhattan. 

 

 

Christopher Gomez is a cartoonist/Illustrator who specializes in mainstream comics geared towards 

youth and young adults. With training in both computer technology and fine arts, he possesses ability in 

both traditional and digital mediums. He graduated with a degree in Cartooning from the School of Visual 

Arts and is our primary Comic Book Illustrator. His personal website is chrisgomezart.com and his 

webcomic can be found at: cambioncomic.tumblr.com. 

For more information, please visit our website: www.realabilities.com 

To contact Dr. Silton directly: nava.silton@gmail.com 
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